Anyone can now register any ABB drive, anywhere and at any time. When a drive is registered, ABB can provide services applicable to that drive, regardless of application, size or type.

You can register your drive using the Drivebase smartphone app. Drivebase lets you read product manuals and find ABB contact details, sends you service recommendations, and allows quick troubleshooting through fault code analysis.

Just provide the drive’s serial number and location, together with your company name, contact details, application and industry.

To encourage registration, ABB is offering a six-month extended warranty comprising drive repair or replacement with labor covered for the following drive types: ACS880-01, ACS800-01, ACS800-U1, ACS580-01, ACS550-01, ACS550-U1, ACH550-01 or ACS510-01.

When ABB knows the location of the drive, it is better positioned to advise you of optimal life cycle services.

For more information please visit: www.abb.com/drivereg
For more information, please contact your local ABB representative or visit:

www.abb.com/drives
www.abb.com/drivespartners